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Table 1. Cross encoder-template set evaluation with different initialization seeds.

1. Cross Encoder-Template Set Evaluation
Our framework encrypts a real image using a template
from the template set. This encryption would aid in the
image manipulation detection if the image is corrupted by
any unseen GM. The framework is divided in two stages
namely, image encryption and recovery of template where
each stage works independently in inference. We therefore
provide an ablation to study the performance using different
encoder and template set, i.e., we evaluate recovering ability of an encoder using a template set trained with different
initialization seeds. The results are shown in Tab. 1. We
observe that even though the template set and the encoder
are initialized with different seeds, the performance of our
framework doesn’t vary much. This shows the stability of
our framework even though the initialization seeds of both
stages during training are different.

Initialization seed
Encoder Template set
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
2
3

Test GM Average precision (%)
StarGAN CycleGAN GauGAN
96.12
100
91.62
94.65
100
91.15
94.83
100
91.46
95.48
100
91.56
95.54
100
90.85
95.84
100
91.06
95.56
100
91.32
95.62
100
91.42
96.14
100
90.41

2. JPEG: We JPEG-compress the image with 50% probability images using Imaging Library (PIL), with quality sampled from Uniform{30, 31, ..., 100}.
3. Blur + JPEG (p): The image is possibly blurred and
JPEG-compressed, each with probability p.

2. Template Strength

4. Resizing: We perform the training using 50% of the
images with 256 × 256 × 3 resolution and rest with
128×128×3 resolution images in CelebA-HQ dataset.

We provide the ablation for hyperparameter m used to
control the strength of the added template in Sec. 4.3. We
observe that the performance is better if we increase the
template strength. However, this comes at a trade-off with
PSNR which declines if the template strength increases.
This is also justified in Fig. 1 which shows the images with
different strength of added template. The images become
noisier as the template strength is increased. This is not
desirable as there shouldn’t be much distortion in the encrypted real image due to our added template. Therefore
for our experiments, we select 30% as the strength for the
added template.

5. Crop: We randomly crop the images with 50% probability on each side with pixels sampled from [0, 30].
The images are resized to 128 × 128 × 3 resolution.
6. Gaussian noise: We add Gaussian noise with zero
mean and unit variance to the images with 50% probability.
Network architecture Fig. 2 shows the network architecture used in different experiments for our framework’s evaluation. For our framework, our encoder has 2 stem convolution layers and 10 convolution blocks to recover the added
template from encrypted real images. Each block comprises
of convolution, batch normalization and ReLU activation.
In ablation experiments for Table 8, we use a classification network with the similar number of layers as our encoder. This is done to show the importance of recovering
templates using encoder. This classification networks has 8
convolution blocks followed by three fully connected layers

3. Implementation Details
Image editing techniques We use various image editing
techniques in Sec. 4.2. All the techniques are applied after
addition of our template. We provide the implementation
details for all these techniques below:
1. Blur: We apply Gaussian blur to the image with 50%
probability using σ sampled from [0, 3],
1

Figure 1. Visualization of input images with different template strength. As the template strength is increased, the images become noisier.

Figure 2. Network architecture for our (a) encoder (b) classifier network for image manipulation detection.
Table 2. List of GMs with their datasets and input image resolution used for evaluating our framework’s generalization ability.
GM
Dataset
Resolution

STGAN [7]
CelebA-HQ [6]
128 × 128 × 3

StarGAN [2]
CelebA-HQ [6]
256 × 256 × 3

CycleGAN [22]
Facades [16]
256 × 256 × 3

GauGAN [11]
COCO [1]
256 × 256 × 3

UNIT [8]
GTA2City [15]
512 × 931 × 3

MUNIT [4]
Edges2Shoes [20, 21]
256 × 512 × 3

StarGAN2 [3]
CelebA-HQ [6]
256 × 256 × 3

BicycleGAN [23]
Facades [16]
256 × 256 × 3

GM
Dataset
Resolution

CONT Encoder [12]
Paris Street-View [10]
64 × 64 × 3

SEAN [24]
CelebA-HQ [6]
256 × 256 × 3

ALAE [13]
CelebA-HQ [6]
256 × 256 × 3

Pix2Pix [5]
Facades [16]
256 × 256 × 3

DualGAN [19]
Sketch-Photo [17]
256 × 256 × 3

CouncilGAN [10]
CelebA [9]
256 × 256 × 3

ESRGAN [18]
CelebA [9]
128 × 128 × 3

GANimation [14]
CelebA [9]
128 × 128 × 3

with ReLU activation in between the layers. The network
outputs 2 dimension logits used for image manipulation detection.

similarities decreases as shown in Fig. 4 - 18 for different
GMs.

5. Dataset License Information
4. List of GMs
We use a variety of GMs to test the generalization ability
of our framework. These GMs have varied network architectures and many of them are trained on different datasets.
We summarize all the GMs in Tab. 2. We also provide visualization for different real image samples used in evaluating the performance for all these GMs in Fig. 3 - 18.
We show the added template and the recovered templates
in “gist rainbow” cmap for better visualization and indicate the cosine similarity of the recovered template with
the added template. As shown in Fig. 3 for training with
STGAN, the encrypted real images have higher cosine similarity compared to their manipulated counterparts. However, during testing, the difference between the two cosine

We use diverse datasets for our experiments which include face and non-face datasets. For face datasets, we use
existing datasets including CelebA [9] and CelebA-HQ [6].
The CelebA dataset contains images entirely from the internet and has no associated IRB approval. The authors
mention that the dataset is available for non-commercial
research purposes only, which we strictly adhere to. We
only use the database internally for our work and primarily
for evaluation. CelebA-HQ consists images collected from
the internet. Although there is no associated IRB approval,
the authors assert in the dataset agreement that the dataset
is only to be used for non-commercial research purposes,
which we strictly adhere to.
We use some non-face datasets too for our experiments.

The Facades [16] dataset was collected at the Center for
Machine Perception and is provided under AttributionShareAlike license. Edges2Shoes [20, 21] is a large shoe
dataset consisting of images collected from https://
www.zappos.com. The authors mention that this dataset
is for academic, non-commercial use only. GTA2City [15]
dataset consists of a large number of densely labelled
frames extracted from computer games. The authors mention that the data is for research and educational use only.
The sketch-photo [17] datset refers to the CUHK face
sketch FERET database. The authors assert in the dataset
agreement that the dataset is only to be used for noncommercial research purposes, which we strictly adhere to.
Paris street-view [10] dataset contains images collected using google street view and is to be used for noncommercial
research purposes.
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Figure 3. Visualization of samples used for GM STGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 4. Visualization of samples used for GM StarGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 5. Visualization of samples used for GM CycleGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 6. Visualization of samples used for GM GauGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 7. Visualization of samples used for GM UNIT; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 8. Visualization of samples used for GM MUNIT; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 9. Visualization of samples used for GM StarGANv2; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 10. Visualization of samples used for GM BicycleGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding
a template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner
in last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 11. Visualization of samples used for GM CONT Encoder; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after
adding a template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left
corner in last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 12. Visualization of samples used for GM SEAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 13. Visualization of samples used for GM ALAE; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 14. Visualization of samples used for GM Pix2Pix; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 15. Visualization of samples used for GM DualGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 16. Visualization of samples used for GM CouncilGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding
a template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner
in last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 17. Visualization of samples used for GM ESRGAN; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding a
template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner in
last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

Figure 18. Visualization of samples used for GM GANimation; (a) added template, (b) real images, (c) encrypted real images after adding
a template, (d) manipulated images output by a GM, (e) recovered template from (c), and (f) recovered template from (d). Top left corner
in last two columns shows the cosine similarity of the recovered template with the added template.

